Abstract-We suggest an effective method for solving the problem of correlation clustering. This method is based on an extension of a partial tolerance relation to clusters. We present several implementation of this method using different data structures, and we show a method to speed up the execution by a quasi-parallelism.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE principle of minimum total potential energy (MTPE) is a fundamental concept used in physics, chemistry, biology and engineering. It asserts that a structure or body shall deform or displace to a position that minimizes the total potential energy. This concept could be used at other fields, too. In this paper, we show its application in clustering. The clustering is an important tool of unsupervised learning. Its task is to group the objects in such a way, that the objects in one group (cluster) are similar, and the objects from different groups are dissimilar, so it generates an equivalence relation: the objects being in the same cluster. If we want to apply the principle MTPE, then we can say that the objects aim to achive a situation in which they are in a cluster containing minimal number of dissimilar, and maximal number of similar objects. In the last fifty years, many different clustering methods were invented based on different demands.
Correlation clustering is a new method, Bansal at al. published a paper in 2004, proving several of its properties, and gave a fast, but not quite optimal algorithm to solve the problem [1] . Naturally, correlation clustering has a predecessor. Zahn proposed this problem in 1965, but using a very different approach [2] . The main question is the following: which equivalence relation is the closest to a given tolerance (reflexive and symmetric) relation? Bansal et al. have shown, that this is an NP-hard problem [1] . The number of equivalence relations of n objects, i.e. the number of partitions of a set containing n elements is given by Bell numbers B n , where B 1 = 1, B n = n−1 i=1 n−1 k B k . It can be easily checked that the Bell numbers grow exponentially. Therefore if n > 15, in a general case we cannot achieve the optimal partition by exhaustive search, thus we need to use some optimization methods, which do not give optimal solutions, but help us achieve a near-optimal one.
This kind of clustering has many applications: image segmentation [3] , identification of biologically relevant groups of genes [4] , examination of social coalitions [5] , improvement of recommendation systems [6] reduction of energy consumption [7] , modelling physical processes [8] , (soft) classification [9] , [10] , etc. At correlation clustering, those cases where two dissimilar objects are in the same cluster, or two similar objects are in different clusters are treated as a conflict. Thus the main question could be rewritten as: which partition generates the minimal number of conflicts? It can be shown, that in the general case-where the transitivity does not hold for the tolerance relation-the number of conflicts is a positive number for all partitions of a given set of objects. Let us take a graph on Figure 1 , where the similarity is denoted by solid, and dissimilarity by dashed lines. In case of persons, the similarity and dissimilarity are treated as liking or disliking each other, respectively. Mathematically, the similarity is described as a weighted graph, where 1 denotes similarity, and -1 denotes dissimilarity. As the absolute value of these weights are the same, thus it is enough to only use the signs of the weights. Hence the graph is called a signed graph in the literature. The lower part of this figure shows the three optimal partitions from the five, each of them containing only one conflict. As all partitions of the graph on Figure 1 have at least one conflict, it is called a frustrated graph, and this one is the smallest such graph.
If the correlation clustering is expressed as an optimization problem, the traditional optimization methods (hill-climbing, genetic algorithm, simulated annealing, etc.) could be used in order to solve it. We have implemented and compared the results in [11] . With these methods the authors were able to determine a near optimal partition of signed graphs with 500 nodes.
In this paper we introduce a new method which was invented directly to solve the problem of correlation clustering, and can use the specialities of the problem. The main idea is extremely simple, but it needs several witty concepts, to get a fast and effective algorithm.
Before going into details, let us see the hierarchical clustering-where the solution is usually received as a result of a series of contractions. The user needs to choose a dissimilarity metric of clusters. These metrics are based on the distance of the members (objects) of the clusters. Next, the hierarchical clustering constructs a hierarchy, which starts with singleton clusters, and each higher level is earned by joining two clusters of the previous level. The last level consists of one cluster which contains all the objects. This clustering is an automatic process, where the user selects one level of this hierarchy (and the equivalence relation generated by it), and uses accordingly.
In case of correlation clustering the user has limited options. If the hierarchy, according to the tolerance relation is generated, the cost function (i.e. the number of conflicts) can be calculated for each level (for each partition) of the hierarchy, and we take the minimal. This does not mean, that we reach the optimal partition for each tolerance relation. This hierarchy has n levels (n partition) from the B n possible ones, e.g. if n is 500, then we have 500 levels, and 1.6 · 10 844 different partitions. Therefore we need to choose carefully which partitions to add to the hierarchy.
There are two ways to construct the hierarchy: bottom-up and top-down. In the latter, we split one cluster into two. If the original cluster contains k objects, there are 2 k − 2 ways to split it, thus the full search is not feasible. There are other methods to find a good split, but the hierarchy construction by splitting is not so common. The bottom-up way is based on joining clusters. There are k(k − 1)/2 ways of joining clusters, and after the contraction of two clusters we update the pre-calculated distances of clusters accordingly, as if we had k clusters before contraction.
In this paper we will use Python programs to present the algorithms. The Python programming language is perfect tool for prototyping:
• Python code listings are shorter than pseudo codes, because we can use program-libraries without long explanations or repetition of well-known algorithms.
• Python has high level data structures (list of set, set of lists, etc.) which simplify the programs.
• Although Python programs are slow, we are not interested in exact running times, but in the time rates: the effect of replacing an algorithm with a better one? We tested programs on one core of a 2.3 GHz double core processor under Linux and Python 3.4.0. The times are given in seconds.
The first implementation uses the most trivial data structure to store a graph: the adjacency matrix. The adjacency matrix of a tolerance relation contains elements −1 and 1 only, so its graph is total. The asymptotic behaviour of the correlation clustering of tolerance relation is known from [8] . If we allow zero values in the adjacency matrix, i.e. we have a partial tolerance relation, the behaviour of the clustering changes. The more zeros are in the adjacency matrix, the bigger the difference in behaviour. These behaviours are not yet described or explained mathematically, computer experiments for many objects are needed to discover the exact tendencies. Hence for us the most interesting graphs are the sparse graphs. In general, it is easy to implement the generation of Erdős-Rényi type random graphs [12] , but it is hard to ensure that it generates a connected graph for small probability parameter p. Therefore in our experiments we used Barabási-Albert type random graphs [12] (we refer to them as BA graphs in the following) where the connectivity follows from the algorithm of the generation.
The structure of the paper is the following: Section 2 explains the correlation clustering and shows the result of joining two clusters. In Section 3 we present a naive contraction method. Next we specialize the method for sparse graphs. In Section 5 we give the quasi-parallel version of the specialized algorithms. Finally we discuss our plans and conclude the results.
II. CORRELATION CLUSTERING
In the paper we use the following notations: V denotes the set of the objects, and T ⊂ V ×V the tolerance relation defined on V . We handle a partition as a function p : V → {1, . . . , n}.
The objects x and y are in a common cluster, if p(x) = p(y). We say that objects x and y are in conflict at given tolerance relation T and partition p iff value of c p T (x, y) = 1 in (1), i.e. if they are similar and are in different clusters, or if they are dissimilar and in the same cluster.
We are ready to define the cost function of relation T according to partition p:
As relation T is symmetric, we sum c p T twice for each pair, or restrict the summing in order to use each pair only once. The objects are usually represented with numbers, hence we can calculate the cost function as the last part of (2) shows.
Our task is to determine the value of min p c T (p), and one partition p for which c T (p) is minimal. Unfortunately this exact value cannot be determined in practical cases, except for some very special tolerance relations. Hence we can get only approximative, near optimal solutions.
The statistical software R has 6 different distance functions for determining distance of objects. In our case the tolerance relation replaces these metrics. The same software has 8 different cluster distance functions. None of them is suitable for our needs.
Let us see, what is the result of joining two clusters according to the cost function. Let A and B be these clusters, moreover let us denote the partition before and after joining by p and q, respectively. To determine c T (q) if we know c T (p), it is enough to calculate the difference c T (q) − c T (p). From the previous list it is obvious that we only need to take into account the third item. Before the contraction between clusters A and B there were #{(x, y)|x ∈ A, y ∈ B, (x, y) ∈ T } conflict, and after the contraction these conflicts disappear. But #{(x, y)|x ∈ A, y ∈ B, (x, y) / ∈ T } new conflicts are created by the contraction. The change is the difference of these numbers.
If we treat the conflict of two objects as a distance, then the aggregating function is the difference of two sums. At hierarchical clustering the closest clusters are joined. For us, the contraction method is a greedy algorithm, and we promote the joining of those possible ones which produce maximal profit, which mostly decreases the cost function. These two ideas are confluent, because the difference mentioned before becomes negative, and we join those clusters where the absolute value of this difference is maximal, so where the difference is minimal. Unfortunately, according to its negativity we cannot call the difference as distance.
We note that our programs use notations of Bansal, and if the tolerance relation holds for two objects, the number denoting it is positive. From this, it naturally follows that the program uses the differences c T (p) − c T (q), i.e. the profits of joining. We only execute the contraction if this difference is positive.
The upper part of the Figure 2 shows a relation. For the sake of simplicity of the picture, this relation is a partial tolerance relation. The middle part of the figure displays the "distances" of the singleton clusters earned from the relation. We formally define it in the next chapter. Finally the lower part of the figure shows the updated distances when some clusters are contracted. These distances are the superposition of the predecessor clusters.
III. CONTRACTION METHOD
We can now define the Contraction method for correlation clustering. Algorithm 1 is implemented in Python. In the following formulae the brackets refer to the lines of the code. The implementations use the routines of https://www.ics.uci. edu/ ∼ eppstein/PADS/UnionFind.py for handling disjoint sets: it contracts two clusters in line 8. We do not present the preprocessing of neither the tolerance relation, nor of the result, but the clustering phase is emphasized. Fig. 2 . The partial tolerance relation, the generated "distances" at the beginning and after several contraction steps. 1) Construct a "distance" matrix D based on a tolerance relation T : The statistics describing the running time of Algorithm 1 is given in Table I . Here the columns denote graphs with different sizes, and the rows tagged by the value of q. This parameter gives the ratio of fulfilment of tolerance relation T among objects. If this number is small, only a few clusters can be joined, so the Contraction method finishes soon and In our previous article we examined the behaviour of contraction of tolerance relation on n objects [13] . For this, we took 101 different values for q from 0 to 1, and for each q we tested the clustering for 10 different relations (graphs), and used their average. By using this implementation to calculate everything for 2000 objects, took more than 5 hours. These are independent calculations, so they can be run in parallel. We note that this program uses the low-level routines of Numpy extensions, which speeds up the execution according to the conventional Python implementation. This 8-line-long naive implementation does not take into account such details, which are obvious for the reader. As we contract rows and columns, and delete one row and one column (fill up with zeros), in the future the program will not put any non-zero number into these rows and columns, thus it is unnecessary to include these elements of the matrix in the calculations. We could tag them, and later skip them in the cycles. It could be a better solution, however, to change the deletion of a row and a column by swapping them with the last row and column, respectively. Next, we can logically reduce the size of the matrix D, and set the upper limit in cycles to the size of the matrix.
Up to here, for any pair of objects the tolerance relation either holds or does not, i.e. the objects are either similar or dissimilar. However, in some cases we have no knowledge about either, thus the relation is partial. (A well-known partial relation is the ordering of n-tuples, where the relation holds Figure 2 . If the relation holds, the weight of the edge is 1, if not, its weight is -1. If the relation is not defined between the objects, the weight of the non-existent edge could be defined as 0. From these weights we can construct the "distance matrix" D for any partial relation. It is not suprising that Algorithm 1 could be used for partial tolerance relations without any modification. We generated several partial relations with 2000 objects, to test our algorithm. The graphs of the partial tolerance relations were Erdős-Rényi type random graphs, where any two nodes are connected with probability p i . Next, the weight of this edge (if exists) would be 1 with probability q and −1 with probability 1 − q.
The algorithm is the same, it takes the same steps, therefore we can assume, that we get very similar results for clustering. But the data in Table II refutes this assumption. If many edges are missing from the complete graph (p i is small) and most of the edges are negative (q is small), then the algorithm does not stops after a few steps, as did it for a bigger p i . Similarities force the contractions. The more 1s in D, the more contractions are executed by the algorithm, which takes time. The more -1s in D-the contractions are obstructed-the less contractions are executed by the algorithm, and the process stops early. The zeros (i.e. missing edges) here decrease the effects of 1 and -1: the number of contractions fall between the two extreme cases (when all zeros are replaced with 1 and -1, respectively).
As we wrote before, Néda at al. described the asymptotic behaviour of correlation clustering for complete graphs [8] , thus the computer simulations in this case are not challenging. In case of any signed graph (including the partial tolerance relations) we have conjectures only about the asymptotic behaviour. Néda at al. simulated correlation clustering of BA graphs with 140 nodes in 2009, which we extended to 500 nodes in 2014 [13] , and even though the results are impressive, they are not quite sufficient to see the tendencies.
The BA graphs are sparse graphs, they have O(|V |) edges. It is superfluous to reserve O(|V | 2 ) memory cells in a matrix to store these edges. In the next section we show a memory efficient algorithm to solve the correlation clustering problem for sparse graphs.
IV. REFINING THE METHOD
The previous Python implementation shows the crucial questions of the method: Q1 For constructing a greedy algorithm we need the most profitable contraction, i.e. from the stored and updated (recalculated) values we need to select the biggest one, or one of the biggest ones. Q2 We need to be able to reach the element d x,y of the matrix D, to read it, to update it, or to delete it. As the previous implementation stores matrix D as a twodimensional array (matrix), the solution of Q2 is trivial, however to solve Q1, we need a full search in D.
In BA graph with ten thousands of nodes, a node is only part of a few edges. This means that in its row of "distance" matrix D there are only a few non-zero elements (which are interesting at calculations). Therefore it is worth to represent the matrix D as a sparse matrix. There are several ways to store a sparse matrix in the memory. The simplest way is to store the list of (row, column, value) triplets. This storage type is called a coordinate list.
In case of using a coordinate list, the solution to Q1 does not change substantially, because a full search is needed in triplets. (Now we have no element without valuable information.) Yet, the solution of Q2 becomes more complicated. Until now, d x,y was reachable in constant time (with pointer-arithmetic). Now the triplets of D are in a list, so in a worst case scenario, a full-search is needed. If this list is ordered, a binary search is enough, but it is very hard to preserve this ordering during contractions:
but we do not want to store this element, so we need to delete it.
• If d x,z = 0 and d y,z = 0, then after the contraction, one new item is created and needs to inserted into the list, while an old one is to deleted. The hash table could help us solve Q2 effectively, because its speed is near to O(1) at insertion. The hash table is a possible (and fast) implementation of the data structure associative arrays (dictionary in Python). Algorithm 2 is the reimplementation of the Contraction method with an associative array.
As before, we only indicate the phase of preprocessing [line 23]. This code is much longer than the previous one, we need to care about more details. While in the previous program, we retrieved the indices of the biggest element of D with one complicated instruction, we needed to take it into pieces here: from the values of the associative array the algorithm selects the biggest one [line 27], and collects the keys belonging to this maximal value [lines 29-30]. From these keys it chooses a pair. We refer the members of this pair as i and j. We wish to reuse the part of this code, which describes the contraction, therefore we implemented the contraction step as a function [lines 2-20]. For similar reasons, the pair (i, j) is stored in an associative array, called s. Our construction guaranties, that i < j, and at contraction we keep the smaller one. This means, that upon meeting a key (which is a coordinate-pair), we need to check whether one of it is equal to j (to the key in the associative array s) or not. If it is, then we need to replace it with i (with the value according the key) [lines [6] [7] [8] [9] . In the diagonal of D, only zero values are allowed, but we do not store them, so if something gets into this diagonal it is ignored [lines [10] [11] . We store the indices by ordering [lines [12] [13] . If a known pair occurs, then we update its value, whereas unknown pairs are stored [lines [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Sometimes one cluster is connected with two different clusters, and their effects are opposite. Remember on Figure 1 the husband who loves her wife (+1) but hates her paramour (-1). If the wife left him with her paramour, these numbers add up, and we get 0. So the best if he forget about this new couple. We can speed up our method by not storing zero values, so we omit this one, too [lines [16] [17] .
Unfortunately the associative arrays do not allow us to pick items by specific needs, hence, to get all the keys in form (j, ·) and (·, j), we need traverse the whole associative array, and check whether the actual item is concerned in the contraction or not. In the BA random graphs, the nodes i and j have only a few nearby node (connected to it by an edge), hence this traverse needs extra effort (in comparison to direct access of the edges of a node).
The statistic demonstrating Algorithm 2 is in the first data column-denoted with D-in Table IV . The numbers in this table are not seconds or number of conflicts, but rates of benchmarks. Figure 3 and Table III shows the real running times of the bases of the benchmarks. The real running times of Algorithm 2 are much smaller than the running times of Algorithm 1. But if we think about it, we can realize, that these numbers are incomparable. The naive algorithm used total graphs, and a total graph with two thousands nodes has about two millions edges, but a BA random graph has only four thousands. To find the one with the maximal value (Q1) is not the same job, and even the solution of Q2 is easier in the case of associative arrays. We have about five-hundredths many edge, and the running time only one third. To tell the truth Algorithm 2 only uses the conventional Python heredoes not use any extension compiled to fast machine codei.e. overall the execution of the code is much slower.
This programming language enables us to combine different data structures. Hence we can construct one associative array about profits related to a given cluster, and organize these associative arrays into an associative array. This two level dictionary is very common in the Python literature. To speed up the solution of Q2, we store one "distance" at two places: in each node's associative array of the according edge. This helps us collect all the edges belonging to the clusters needing to join. This double storage complicates our programs. Moreover, the empty associative arrays generate errors, so we need to check whether the associative arrays become empty, or all the objects are in one cluster.
Here the values of the profits of contractions are distributed among the associative arrays. Hence to find the maximal value we need to search for the maximal value in each associative array, and to select the maximal one among these maximal values (line 5). Lines 7-9 is a list comprehension, in which we traverse all associative arrays, and check, whether there is a key, for which this maximal value is assigned. If yes, we record the pair of the key i of the associative array, and the key j of the maximal value. If all the maximal values have been found, we select one (more precisely the first) key from the keys of the maximal values. This key is a pair, and we refer to its elements by i and j in the following (line 10). We delete the edge belonging to the selected pair (line 11), and we store the keys in the associative array belonging to i (line 12). It is an important step, Python does not allow to modify a data structure while traversing it. (Do not cut off the tree you are standing on!) Similarly, we docket the associative array belonging to j (line 14), and by traversing this associative array we update the weights of the edges in contact to the contracted cluster (lines [16] [17] [18] [19] ). If it is not possible (there is no corresponding (i, z) edge to the edge (j, z)) then we construct the missing edge. When all edges (j, ·) are processed, we can delete the associative array belonging to j (line 25), and the all references to this cluster (i.e. (·, j) type edges), too (line 22). If the contracted cluster becomes empty (any strange, sometimes it can happen), we need to delete it (lines 26-27). If only one cluster remains, we can stop the method (lines 28-29). The statistics about Algorithm 3 can be found in the third column-denoted with D 2 -of Table IV . From this table it is obvious, that the two level dictionary is more effective than the ordinal dictionary.
In Python the associative arrays are implemented as hash tables. It is well known, that here the deletion is a costly operation, and thus we delete the whole structure in small steps. By examining the handling of the hash table in Pythonic way, we rewrote the code in Algorithm 3 in a such way, that at contraction we do not delete directly from the joined cluster, but we create a new associative array for the joined cluster, and fill it with its predecessors. As deletion from dictionary is solved by replacing data with dummy items, the recreation of Table IV this extra effort has no evident profit: the accuracy is almost the same, but the running time is slightly longer.
V. QUASI-PARALLEL VARIANT
The hierarchical clustering sometimes has very natural interpretations. For a given distance function d : [14] , where E(V ) is the set of equivalence relations on V . This function c fulfils the following criteria:
In case of a minimal distance (the distance of clusters defined by the minimum of distances of their elements), let E = {(x, y)|x, y ∈ V, d(x, y) < h}, i.e. add to the set of nodes V all the edges shorter than h. This is a symmetric relation. Next, take the transitive closure of this relation, which becomes an equivalence relation. Taking these equivalence relations for all h ≥ 0, we get the dendogram c.
Can we use this idea? Unfortunately not. If we have a chain of objects connected by edges, then their optimal clustering produces pairs and maybe one singleton cluster [15] . In the case of a star topology we got a pair and singletons. Therefore the transitive closure of a (partial) tolerance relation is not suitable for us. But we can try to contract independent pairs. As they are independent, the contraction can be done in parallel! This means that we lose the purely greediness of the contraction method. Moreover the dynamics of the method is changing. If we started by contracting two singleton clusters i and j, for which there was a third cluster k such that d i,k > 0 and d j,k > 0, then the next contraction used clusters i ∪ j and k at algorithms before. Moreover if there was a fourth cluster l, for which d i,l > 0, d j,l > 0 and d k,l > 0, then the following contraction used clusters i ∪ j ∪ k and l, and so on. In other words the initial combined cluster grows in each steps until it is surrounded with clusters only, for which the profit of the contraction with this giant cluster is negative. If we execute the contractions in parallel, then we have more centres (not so giant clusters). We do not need to rewrite the whole Algorithm 2 as most of the code is reusable. For example, to get the independent pairs we have the list of best pairs. Previously we used the first pair from the list, now we will use more. Algorithm 4 selects the independent ones. This algorithm gets all best pairs, and constructs an associative array from the independent edges. The algorithm traverses the best edges, and an edge is independent from the stored ones, if its nodes do not occur in the associative array, neither as a key, nor as a value. The original ordering limits the set of independent edges, so we shuffle the starting list, in order for the subsequent runs to give a different results, therefore the clustering becomes indeterministic, and by repeating the whole process it should be possible to choose the best of them.
The Algorithm 5 is a slight modification of Algorithm 2 so we only provide the difference: you need to replace lines 25-36 in Algorithm 2 with the listing of Algorithm 5. The main difference is that Algorithm 2 which allowed only one pair in the associative array, now allows any number of pairs, which need to be independent.
In this case, the question arises: it is worth to complicate things? Based on the first idea, it could speed up the process, because we can omit the superfluous steps, as we do not need to traverse the associative array several times, it is enough only once, to get the same number of contractions. The second column-denoted by D-of Table IV shows the numbers of the quasi-parallel variant. It is obvious that this parallel variant is better than the original according to the running time. But if we learned that there is no free lunch, maybe the accuracy of method were worse. Let us see the numbers. By Table IV Algorithm 2 produces less conflict, thus gets closer to the optimum. We measured the whole process at three different values of q. We wish to repeat this investigation in more details. We executed the original (Algorithm 2) and the parallel (Algorithm 5) version of the Contraction method on the same signed graphs. The original graph was 3/2 BA graph with thousands of nodes. The weight of the edges were given randomly according the value of q for 101 different q. After the contraction method we calculated the cost-functions. Figure 4 shows the result. Moreover we summed the values of the cost functions (calculated the "integral" of the curves), and at the parallel version the sum was 94.8-96.0 percent of the original version (these numbers denote conflicts, so the smaller is better here). Five experiments show similar results, so we believe that this is the tendency. This is not a big difference, but disproves our hypothesis. This fact undermines our beliefs in greedy algorithm, so a careful examination is needed. We think, that the giant cluster is the result of an early decision at non-parallel algorithms. This decision could be perfect or bad. Maybe the latter occurs more often. The parallel version postpones the decision, it executes several contractions in parallel, gets smaller clusters, and maybe causes less vital mistakes. By examining the Table IV , we can see, that the parallel version really is faster than the original. Surprisingly, at different values of q the speed rate is different. For small q we see big differences, while at big q the parallel version will not be twice as fast as the original.
Let us compare this parallel version (D) with the variant using an associative array of associative arrays (D 2 ), because until now this was the fastest implementation. If q is small, the parallel version is remarkably faster for big N . If q is big, the variant with double dictionary is the clear winner.
Of course, the following question arises: It is worth to construct the parallel version of Algorithm 3, or not? The modification is minimal:
• We need to replace line 10 with a cycle for the independent pairs from pairs.
• We need to indent lines 11-29, to treat this lines as the core of the cycle in line 10.
We leave these modifications to the reader, and do not present this as a next code listing. Table IV shows the statistics of this parallel variant-denoted by D 2 . If q is small-we only need a small number of contractions to get the near optimal solution-then the second parallel variant (D 2 ) is much faster then its origin (D 2 ), but for big N s it is slower than the first parallel implementation (D). Surprisingly if we need a lot of contraction (e.g. q is big), then the parallel version (D 2 ) is much slower than its origin (D). By observing the accuracy of the last implementation, the tendency is more evident: 84.3-87.7 percent of conflicts of the non-parallel version.
We could continue the comparison of greedy and parallel variants, but we compared the accuracy of the different parallel implementations. The rates of the integrals were 99.9-101.0 percent.
The running times of the three parallel versions are comparable by Table IV. Hence we run the different "parallel" implementations on BA graphs with 20,000 nodes to find the differences. Each implementation solved 15 problems in one hour and a half. The implementation D was the slowest, about 8 percent slower than the others. But its accuracy was the best: the difference was less than half percent.
We tried the skip-list data structure for Contraction, where the complexity of the insertion, deletion and search is O(log n), and not constant. By our statistics this implementation was five times slower than the implementation with double dictionary. The results based on these prototypes suggest for us that the industrial implementation will based on a (double) dictionary, too.
VI. FUTURE PLANS
There are tools to find the weakness of codes presented in this paper, and their execution could be optimized. Moreover by choosing a different programming language it gives (maybe several magnitudes) faster implementation. We refer to a quote of D. E. Knuth: We should forget about small efficiencies, say about 97% of the time: premature optimization is the root of all evil. Yet we should not pass up our opportunities in that critical 3%. We would like to invent new algorithms and not to patch this ones.
Our main aim was to introduce a simple idea, and its little improvements. We have fulfilled our plans and broke through our former limits of 500 nodes (with significantly higher results), although previously we used faster languages. To solve the correlation clustering problem for bigger and bigger set of objects is challenging for us, so we will continue this path. We believe to go futher we need to use other kind of parallelism: divide and empire.
The zero "distances" of clusters were left along the whole article. We did not examine whether they have any effect to contract clusters where the corresponding distance is zero. This contraction does not decrease and does not increase the number of conflicts immediately. It is worth to examine whether this kind of contractions has any future effects, or not. We do not know any examples that could assist this question from neither the natural nor the social sciences.
We can imagine three clusters i, j and k, where d i,j = 0 d i,k = c and d j,k = −c. It is obvious, that contracting i and j the value of d i∪j,k becomes zero, so the number of conflicts does not lessen. While by contracting i and k the number of conflicts decreases by c, if c > 0. But it is not clear when we have thousands of clusters, the situation is the same, or not. If we have BA random graphs, the zero "distance" clusters, i.e. independent clusters are very common.
VII. CONCLUSION
We introduced a correlation clustering problem, and extended the (partial) tolerance relation to clusters. Using this concept we have shown the Contraction method, and its several implementation in Python. Despite of the weakness of this programming language these implementations gave fast results for big sets, although the problem is NP-hard. By our knowledge these are the state of the art algorithms in correlation clustering. We found a near-optimal solution for a problem where the upper bound of the number of possible partitions is 10 64,079 [16] . Our previous measurements show, that the accuracy of this method is among the best optimization methods [11] . These two properties enable the usage of this method in real-life applications.
